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[The newly announced fantasy action RPG made with
Unreal Engine 4.] The main characters and setting of

the game are inspired by the Rise of the Elden, a
legend from the Norse mythology. Various elements
such as the Fimbul Winter and Xanatos, who created

the Acheron, have been added to this setting. The
original setting of this tale can be explored through

well-developed dungeons and open fields as you fight
in the name of justice. How to Become an Elden Lord
You can become an Elden Lord by successfully rising
through the ranks of your guild. In the new fantasy

action RPG "Elden Ring", you and your allies set off to
fight against the forces of the Bloodforge, intent on
unleashing the evil that threatens the realm. As you

travel, the joy of discovering unknown and
overwhelming threats awaits you, leading to a high
sense of accomplishment. - Gather a Party of Allies-
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You can gather a party of up to 6 allies, and select from
characters drawn from different races. Participate in

the strengthening of your party’s strength with training
and battle. Your party’s level will increase and skills will

level up, enabling you to take on even more
threatening foes in the future. - Select Your Equipment
and Magic- The weapons, armor, and magic you equip
will change depending on your play style and character

development, making the progression of this story
even more interesting. Equip a variety of weapons to

excel in battle. Equip armor to greatly affect your
movements and attacks, and increase your party’s

resistance to melee attacks and magic. Use magic to
attack with powerful magic, create and make use of

powerful skills, and eliminate your opponents. [A
Mythos in Unity3D] In order to support the Unreal

Engine 4 development environment, the new fantasy
action RPG "Elden Ring" uses Unity3D to create its

graphics. Unity3D's synthetic visuals and function allow
you to create many types of flashy animations. The

game’s movements have been implemented using the
C# script engine of the Unity3D game engine. [New

Features of the New Fantasy Action RPG] [New
Features of the New Fantasy Action RPG] [Tips for the

Expansion of Story] The main theme of this game is the
tale of courage and defeat. The

Elden Ring Features Key:
Realistic and vivid graphics, rich sound

Creates a more exhilarating fantasy experience in a networked environment
Enter the fantasy environment of the Lands Between that can be freely explored by anyone of any age

A 19-day adventure full of quests, weapons, and magic to gather and explore. The approach to quests is
different from anything you have played before. You can complete quests with your own tactics, or simply

follow the quest information. Only a limited number of players are assigned to each mission, so you will not be
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pressured when performing missions. You can also use your own strategy and build your own quest team from
many NPCs. Enjoy the real fantasy adventure.

Different races to choose from, including the human and elf races
Spirit attack that cuts the life bar to disrupt enemy positioning.

A world that changes in accordance with time and weather
RPG elements of equipment and magic with an eye towards a high-quality experience

Various battle scenes with 3D graphics that produce a dynamic feeling of quality
Characters that appear before your eyes are beautifully illustrated by the game’s artist, Tristan Rettke,

including the hero who must lead you to victory over the legendary Dragon King.

The development team is excited about the launch of Kingdoms of Amalur on the PC platform. The goal of this project
from Penny-Arcade-developed Kogonada, is to create a fantasy world that will allow any player to enjoy in their own
way. As the Dearreader, Tarnished, be role-play to advance.

You can download Kingdoms of Amalur: Reckoning
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